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The onferen e was organized by Darrell DuÆe (Stanford), Paul Embre hts (ETHZ)
and Hans Follmer (HU Berlin). Forty-seven parti ipants from 12 ountries took part. There
was a very high su ess rate on the rst round of invitations and very few parti ipants were
for ed to an el their parti ipation at the last moment. Thirty le tures were presented.
In the evenings we had many informal dis ussions, and various meetings of the editorial
board of Finan e and Sto hasti s took pla e.
The main theme of the onferen e on erned the use of sto hasti al ulus within
mathemati al nan e and insuran e with spe ial emphasis on integrated risk management
methodology. Whereas the basi mathemati al theory of \standard" nan ial markets is
well-understood by now, a major on ern is whi h methodology to use by deviation from
these \standard" assumptions, as there are markets with fri tions, extremes, : : : . The
largest group of le tures (10) was on erned with new developments within mathemati s
that are relevant for nan ial appli ations. The lass of general Levy pro esses, as an alternative sour e of information for investment and pri ing models, was dis ussed in several
talks (3). The pra ti al usefulness of the various mathemati al developments was illustrated in le tures on integrated risk management (10), some of whi h (2) were presented
by parti ipants from the nan e and insuran e industry. Some insuran e-spe i le tures
(3) highlighted the need for a loser ooperation a ross the various elds of appli ations.
The meeting was ommented upon by many parti ipants as highly fruitful and stimulating. This bringing together of experts from mathemati s, insuran e and nan e with
a strong mathemati al fo us on sto hasti analysis methods is lose to unique. Ea h su h
meeting at Oberwolfa h has had the hara ter of a \milestone" in the development of the
eld.
We are grateful to the sta of the institute whose friendly and eÆ ient assistan e
ontributed in an essential way to the su ess. The meeting ended on Friday, May 12, at
15.00.
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Abstra ts
Ioannis Karatzas

Strategi Market Games in Mathemati al E onomi s
We onstru t stationary Markovian equilibria in an e onomy with at money, one nondurable ommodity, ountably many time-periods, and a ontinuum of agents. The total
produ tion of ommodity remains onstant, but individual agents' endowments u tuate
in a random fashion, from period to period. In order to hedge against su h u tuations,
agents nd it useful to hold at money whi h they an borrow or deposit at appropriate
rates of interest; su h a tivity may take pla e either at a entral bank (whi h xes interest rates judi iously) or through a money-market (in whi h interest rates are determined
endogenously).
We arry out an equilibrium analysis, based on a study of Dynami Programming equations
and on properties of invariant measures for the asso iated optimally- ontrolled Markov
hains. This analysis yields the stationary distribution of wealth a ross agents, as well as
the stationary pri e (for the ommodity) and interest rates (for the borrowing and lending of at money), through appropriate balan e equations in a way that onserves the
money-supply and ontrols in ation. General results are provided for the existen e of su h
stationary equilibria, and several expli itly solvable examples are treated in detail. (Joint
work with W. Sudderth, M. Shubik and J. Geanakoplos)
Thaleia Zariphopoulou

Non-Linearities and Fri tions
In my talk I presented the lassi al Merton's problem with sto hasti volatility and the
problem of distorted survival probabilities. By employing some novel transformations of
solutions to linear partial di erential equations, one an represent a lass of solutions to
market models with fri tions in terms of distorted measures in a dynami setting.
Walter S ha hermayer

Utility Maximisation in In omplete Finan ial Markets
A lassi al problem in Mathemati al Finan e is the maximisation of expe ted utility at
some terminal date T for an agent who is allowed to trade in a nan ial market.
This problem goes ba k to the lassi al work by P. Samuelson and R. Merton in the late
sixties and early seventies. In the late eighties Karatzas, Leho zky, Shreve and Xu as
well as He and Pearson developed a duality theory for the treatment of this optimisation
problem, where the Legendre-transform of the utility fun tion plays a ru ial role.
In our re ent work, partly jointly with D. Kramkov, we su eeded to nd ne essary and
suÆ ient onditions insuring the existen e of the optimizers of the primal and the dual
problem and their duality relation.The ru ial on ept is that of \reasonable asymptoti
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elasti ity": For a utility fun tion U de ned on IR we require that limx!1 UU xx x < 1
and in ase U is de ned (and nitely valued) on all of IR we require in addition that
limx! 1 UU xx x > 1. These onditions turn out to be ne essary and suÆ ient for the duality theory to work out properly.
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Damir Filipovi

A General Chara terisation of AÆne Term Stru ture Models
Short rate models whi h yield an aÆne term stru ture (ATS) P (t; T ) = exp( A(T t)
B (T t)rt ) have been found onvenient both by a ademi s and pra titioners. Prominent
among them are the Vasiek and the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross (CIR) model.
In this talk we give a omplete hara terisation of all non-negative Markov short rate proesses r = (rt )t implying an ATS. It is shown that r is ne essarily a Feller pro ess with
an aÆne generator and vi e versa. Su h pro esses are known as CBI-pro esses and have
been well established.
We show how by Lapla e-inversion one gets expli it expressions for the pri e of a European
all option on a bond. This explains a known feature of the CIR model. A new ATS model
in luding jumping short rates is presented.
0

Shigeo Kusuoka

Malliavin Cal ulus Revisited
Sto hasti mesh method by Broadie and Glasserman seems to be eÆ ient, if one tries to
ompute the value of Carribean type optimal stopping time problems in di usion models.
However, one has to know transition probability densities to apply this method. It is not
easy in general to ompute the density of random variables, be ause the density itself is
not an expe tation of a fun tion of random variables.
It is a natural idea to use Malliavin al ulus to des ribe the density of a ertain random
variable. But if one applies the usual manner of Malliavin al ulus, he will be involved in
di usion pro esses with values in in nite dimensional spa es.
In this talk, we re ne the idea of Malliavin al ulus and introdu e a new formula, whi h
is asso iated with Lie algebra generated by ve tor elds appearing in SDE for the original
di usion pro esses. Then we onstru t graded nite dimensional pro esses. Finally we
show that the density an be expressed as an expe tation of a fun tion of these di usion
pro esses.
Thomas Mikos h

Tail Probabilities for Subadditive Fun tionals a ting on Random
Walks and Levy Pro esses
The ruin probability in insuran e mathemati s is the tail probability of the distribution of
the supremum of a random walk with negative linear drift. Thus, it is the tail probability
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of a subadditive fun tional a ting on a random walk with negative drift. Instead of a
random walk one an onsider its ontinuous-time analogue | a Levy pro ess, and the
overall supremum an be repla ed by other subadditive fun tionals, in luding the sojourn
time of a random walk with negative drift. We assume that the tails of the marginal
distributions are heavy-tailed. The drift of the Levy pro ess is not supposed to be linear.
Under these assumptions, one an derive the tail probability of the fun tional a ting on the
Levy pro ess. Point pro ess te hniques are useful tools for deriving these results whi h are
based on the heavy tail large deviation heuristi s that unlikely events happen in the most
likely way. The results generalize lassi al work by Embre hts, Goldie and Veraverbeke
(1979) for the overall supremum (ruin probability). As in that paper, the tail probability
is expressed in terms of the tails of the Levy measure.
The talk is based on joint work with Misha Braverman (Beer Sheva) and Gennady
Samorodnitsky (Cornell); see www.math.rug.nln mikos h
Freddy Delbaen

Coherent Risk Measures and Convex Games
For a omonotone oherent risk measure
we know (by S hmeidler's theorem), that there
R
exists a onvex v su h that (X ) = 1 v(X > )d . From this follows that for elementary
fun tions X there exists a Q 2 P so that (X ) = EQ[ X ℄ (here P and  are related by
(X ) = supQ2P EQ [ X ℄). The proof uses the Bishop-Philips theorem. The result improves
a result of June Parker on exa tness properties of the - ore of a game. There are appliations to apital allo ation problems. Here is essential that the supfEQ[ X ℄ : Q 2 Pg is
really a maximum.
0

Paul Glasserman

Portfolio Value-at-Risk with Heavy-Tailed Risk Fa tors
We onsider the problem of al ulating the probability of large losses in a portfolio of
derivative se urities over a xed horizon. We pay parti ular attention to the properties:
1) market returns over short horizons are widely observed to be leptokurti
2) portfolio value is nonlinear in the pri es of underlying assets.
To address (1) we model market risk fa tors using a multivariate t distribution. To address
(2) we develop two omputational pro edures:
- transform inversion based on quadrati approximation to portfolio value.
- a Monte Carlo method that uses the quadrati approximation for varian e redu tion.
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Ni ole El Karoui

Portfolio Insuran e with Ameri an Guarantee
A fund manager guarantees that at any time the investor may retire with a guaranteed oor
(for example % of the initial investment). When the guarantee holds only at maturity,
pra titioners use onstant proportional basi strategies ( ushion strategy) or European option based strategies. We ompare these di erent strategies and show that the Put based
strategy is optimal for CARA utilities, if the underlying is the optimal for the un onstrained problem.
Then we show that the Ameri an guarantee may be onsidered in the same way by using
Ameri an Put on the stati position on the Underlying. But this strategy is not selfnan ing and you are fa ed with the optimal reinvestment of dividends delivered at the
boundary of the Ameri an Put.
In the Bla k-S holes framework, we give an expli it solution in terms of the Ameri an put
pri e or the re e ted at the boundary underlying at the early exer ise boundary.
To extend this representation to the general ase, we use boundary in strike and Gittins
index introdu ed by El Karoui and Karatzas in 1995. As in the European ase this strategy
is optimal for CARA utility.
Uwe Wystup

EÆ ient Computation of Option Pri e Sensitivities using Homogeneity and other Tri ks
No front-oÆ e software an survive without providing derivatives of option pri es with
respe t to the underlying pri es or model parameters, the so- alled Greeks.
We present a list of ommon Greeks and exploit homogeneity properties of nan ial markets
to derive relationships between the Greeks out of whi h many are model-independent. Our
results apply to European style options, rainbow options, path-dependent options as well
as options pri ed in Heston's sto hasti volatility and avoid exorbitant and time- onsuming
omputations of derivatives whi h even strong symboli al ulators fail to produ e. (Joint
work with Oliver Reiss, Weierstrass-Institute for Applied Analysis and Sto hasti s, Berlin)
Mark Davis

Optimal Hedging using Closely Correlated Assets
It often happens that options are written on underlying assets that annot be traded dire tly, but where some \ losely related" asset an be traded. We model this by taking
two lognormal pro esses Yt (on whi h the option is written) and St (whi h an be traded)
driven by Brownian motions Wt ; Wt with EdWt dWt =  dt. If  = 1 we an hedge perfe tly using St the appropriate hedge ratio being
C
Y
(
t; Yt ) t ;
(1)
y
St
where C (t; y) is the Bla k-S holes option value and  ;  are the volatilities of Yt; St resp.
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When  < 1 we have an in omplete market and we address the problem in a utility maximisation framework supposing that the investor's obje tive is to maximise E [U (XT + h(Yt))℄,
where XT is the portfolio value orresponding to some trading strategy , h() is the option
exer ise value re eived at time T and U is a utility fun tion whi h we take as exponential:
U (x) = exp( x) ( > 0). The investor thus maximises utility taking into a ount that
the random payo h(YT ) is to be re eived at time T . This problem is solved by methods
of onvex duality. We nd that the optimal strategy is similar to (1) but with p
C repla ed
by the value fun tion W of a simple sto hasti ontrol problem. When  = 1  is
small we an get an asymptoti expansion W (t; y) = C (t; y) +  D(t; y) + o( ) using ideas
of Malliavin al ulus where D is expli itly omputable
2
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Ole Barndor -Nielsen

Modelling by Levy Pro esses for Finan ial E onometri s and Turbulen e
A lass of nan ial models for analysis of observational series is des ribed. In the ontext of
nan e the models have the interpretation of being of the sto hasti volatility type. However, they are generally appli able and turbulen e is another eld of appli ation. There are
striking similarities, as well as important di eren es, between the main stylised features of
empiri al data from nan e and turbulen e (and there is now an emerging resear h eld
termed \e onophysi s"). These features are dis ussed and related to models and data sets
on sto ks, ex hange rates, term stru tures of interest rates and turbulent uids. A dis ussion of (real or apparent) s aling phenomena in nan e and turbulen e is also given.
Frank Riedel

Existen e of Equilibria with Hindy-Huang-Krebs Preferen es
Standard time-additive utility fun tionals do not apture the substitutability property of
intertemporal onsumption.
Hindy, Huang and Krebs therefore introdu ed a new lass of utility fun tions based on a
weighted average of past onsumption.
We establish existen e of a general equilibrium in e onomies where agents have preferen es
of the Hindy-Huang-Krebs-type. Using an in nite-dimensional analogy of the Kuhn-Tu ker
theorem we hara terize eÆ ient allo ations. Equilibrium state pri e densities are semimartingales, but they do not belong, in general, to the spa e suggested originally by Hindy
and Huang.
The asso iated linear pri e fun tionals are ontinuous as long as the underlying ltration
is quasi left- ontinuous. (Joint work with Peter Bank, Humboldt University, Berlin)
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Mi hael Studer

Saddlepoint Approximation for Sto hasti Volatility Models
We study the appli ability of sto hasti Taylor expansions and saddlepoint approximations
for the Bla k-S holes model and Sto hasti Volatility models (SV-models) . We show with
expli it examples that the standard Delta-Gamma method in the Bla k-S holes model
should be repla ed by a sto hasti Delta-Gamma approximation whi h an be al ulated
very easily.
In the ase of the SV-models we relate the sto hasti Taylor expansion and the saddlepoint
approximation, whi h is known to be very a urate for the approximation of the density
of random variables, to approximate the distribution of the SV-model for a short timehorizon. This method is then used to solve problems related with risk-management.
Nizar Touzi

Hedging, Sto hasti Target Problems and Geometri Flows
The problem of super-repli ation of ontingent laims has been solved by means of duality.
Indeed, for simple versions of this problem, a dual formulation an be derived, and used
to hara terize the value fun tion as a solution of the asso iated Hamilton-Ja obi-Bellman
equation. This is possible be ause the dual formulation is in the lass of standard ontrol
problems for whi h the dynami programming prin iple is well-known. Unfortunately, this
approa h does not work in more general models. We then suggest a dire t treatment of
the problem whi h avoids the passage by the dual formulation.
Let Zt;z be a ontrolled pro ess with ontrol  in U , some given ontrol set with onvenient
properties. The natural generalization of this super-repli ation problem is written in terms
of: V (t) := inf fz 2 IRd : Zt;z (T ) 2 G for some  2 Ug, i.e. the set of rea hability of
some target G. We rst prove that the family of rea hability sets fV (t); 0  t  T g satis es the dynami programming prin iple: V (t) := inf fz 2 IRd : 9 2 U ; Zt;z () 2 V ()g
for all stopping times  > t. This allows to prove that the hara teristi fun tion of V
(u(t; z) = 0 if z 2 V (t) and 1 otherwise) is a dis ontinuous vis osity solution of the asso iated HJB equation, when Zt;z is a ontrolled Markov di usion.
The above HJB equation turns out to be of the geometri type. This provides an (unexpe ted) onne tion with geometri ows. For example, one an prove that the smooth
mean urvature ow has a sto hasti representation in terms of a family of rea hability
sets for onvenient dynami s of the ontrolled Markov di usion Z  (Joint work with Mete
Soner (Prin eton University)).
Monique Jeanblan

Information and Default Risk
In this paper, we make pre ise a hoi e of the information while studying default risk. We
give tools in order to ompute the intensity of the default pro ess and we provide meth7

ods to ompute the onditional expe tation of dis ounted defautable payo s (terminal and
rebate parts). Our main tool is the hazard pro ess, de ned in terms of the onditional expe tation of the event \default time smaller than t". Given the information of the default
free world, we formulate the links between the intensity and the hazard pro ess.
We establish a representation theorem for the martingale of the form of the onditional
expe tation of dis ounted defautable payo s in terms of some Brownian motion and the
ompensated martingale asso iated with the default pro ess (Joint work with C. Blan hett,
R.J. Elliott, M.Rutkowsky, M.Yor).
Philip Protter

Hedging Non-Redundant Claims
Under a Levy pro ess setting for the risk neutral measure we present expli it formulas for
hedging strategies of some ontingent laims whi h are fun tions of the terminal value.
Using weak onvergen e and robustness te hniques we show also that hedging strategies
for a lass of look-ba k options (i.e., path fun tionals of the risky asset pri e pro ess whi h
is a solution of a sto hasti di erential equation driven by a Levy pro ess) have \smooth"
paths, where smooth means left ontinuous with right limits. Robustness results for the
hedging strategies are also given. Results are based on joint work with Jean Ja od, Jin
Ma, Sylvie Meleard, and Jianfeng Zhang.
Andrew Cairns

Pensionmetri s: Optimal Dynami Asset Allo ation for De ned
Contribution Pensions
We onsider a poli y holder who ontributes a onstant proportion, , of their salary, S (t),
to their personal fund, W (t). At the time of retirement, T, this fund is onverted into an
annuity of P (T ) = W (T )=a(T ), where a(T ) is the prevailing annuity rate at the time of
retirement.
Assets are modelled using a general one-fa tor di usion model for the risk-free rate of interest and a di usion model for the pri es of the n risky assets.
The su ess of the strategy is related to the repla ement ratio P (T )=S (T ) through a terminal utility u(P (T )=S (T )). We aim to nd the asset allo ation strategy whi h maximises
the expe ted terminal utility.
We nd that, with non-hedgeable salary risk, it is optimal to invest in a mixture of three
portfolios:
A: the minimum-risk asset in the S (t) urren y;
B: the minimum risk-asset in the S (t)a(t) urren y;
C: a more risky portfolio whi h is eÆ ient in both urren ies.
None of A, B, C depends upon the existen e of non-hedgeable salary risk although the preise mix of these three portfolios may do so. We next onsider the power terminal utility
fun tion and nd that the form of the expe ted future utility an only be of a similar form
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if salary risk is entirely hedgeable using ash and the n risky assets. In this event it is found
that the proportion of the fund plus apitalised future ontributions remains onstant. The
remaining assets shift gradually from portfolio A to portfolio B in an attempt to mat h
partially the pension liability. (Joint work with David Blake (Burbe k) and Kevin Dowd
(SheÆeld))
Ragnar Norberg

Valuation of Interest Guarantees in Banking and Insuran e
Two forms of interest guarantees are onsidered, one putting an upper bound to the spotrate at whi h the interest is urrently paid, the other putting an upper bound to the total
amount of interest paid during the term of the ontra t. The ontingent laim asso iated
with either type of guarantee is valuated, and the orresponding hedging strategies are
determined in two models for sto hasti interest, the Vasiek model and a ontinuous time
Markov hain model. Appli ations are made to standard forms of loans and to parti ipating poli ies in life insuran e. Computational te hniques are developed, and numeri al
examples are provided.
Ludger Overbe k

Credit Portfolio Modeling
In the talk we present the basi probabilisti on epts in modeling the redit risk in
large portfolios. Then a new risk apital allo ation s heme based on the notion of oherent risk measures is onstru ted and ompared with lassi al approa hes based on varian e/ ovarian e analysis. In the last part of the talk we show how this model an be
applied to the valuation of CLO (Collaterized Loan Obligations) and similar stru tured
transa tions. In this ontext we also propose some on epts to model the default time as
a rst hitting time of a simple transformation of a multivariate orrelated Brownian motion.
David Lando

Statisti al Analysis of Rating Transitions - A Continuous Time
Approa h
Estimation and hypotheses testing of models of rating transitions and default in ontinuous time are dis ussed. An immediate advantage over using dis rete, \ ohort" methods
shows up in the estimation of \rare" transitions. The ontinuous-time framework is also
onvenient for studying \non-Markov" behaviour of rating pro esses. A Cox regression
model is used to test dependen e of transition intensities on previous state and waiting
time in urrent state. Finally, a word on invarian e of intensity fun tions under real and
risk neutral measure is onsidered.
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Chris Rogers

Optimal Capital Stru ture and Endogenous Default
In a series of re ent papers, Leland and Leland & Toft develop models for the pri ing of
redit-risky orporate debt, using a stru tural approa h in whi h the value of the rm's
assets evolves as a log Brownian motion, and default o urs when the value of the rm's
assets falls to some level VB . This value VB is hosen by the shareholders, who ontrol
the rm until the bankrupt y time; it is hosen to maximise the value of equity. This
modelling approa h gives onsiderable qualitative insight into the stru ture of debt, and
the dependen e of rm value, debt value, yield spreads : : : on debt maturity, leverage,
: : : . One defe t of the modelling is that the yield spread de reases to 0 as the time to
maturity de reases to 0, whi h is not observed in pra ti e. What we do in this paper is to
extend the modelling to allow the value of the rm's assets to be a log-Levy pro ess with
no upward jumps. This extension signi antly in reases the diÆ ulty of the analysis but a
ombination of numeri s and analysis allows us to answer most questions of interest (Joint
work with Bian a Hilberink).
Ernst Eberlein

Levy Pro esses in Risk Management
Brownian motion plays the dominating role as driving pro ess for modelling pri e movements in standard mathemati al nan e. In order to a hieve a better t to real-life time
series, we suggest to repla e Brownian motion by Levy pro esses. Generalized hyperboli
Levy motions are our primary andidates, sin e they allow an almost perfe t t to data.
The onsequen es for asset pri e modelling, derivative pri ing and interest rate theory are
dis ussed in detail. We also tou h a number of related questions.
Huyen Pham

Sto hasti Optimization under Constraints
We study sto hasti optimization problems in an extended framework in luding nan ial
models with onstrained portfolios on the amount or numbers of shares, labor in ome and
large investor models. We onsider general obje tive fun tions in luding deterministi or
random utility fun tions and shortfall risk loss fun tions. Two types of onstraints on the
state pro ess are studied: European onstraints require that the state pro ess is bounded
from below and the terminal state is nonnegative, while Ameri an onstraints require that
the state pro ess is bounded from below at any time by a given sto hasti ben hmark
lower level; su h an Ameri an onstraint appears in the problem of portfolio insuran e
with Ameri an guarantee.
We rst prove existen e and uniqueness to the optimization problems. In a se ond step, we
develop a dual formulation under minimal assumptions on the obje tive fun tion, whi h
are analogous to the asymptoti elasti ity ondition of Kramkov and S ha hermayer.
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Kerry Ba k

Models of Large Informed Traders
Developments and extensions of the model of Kyle (E onometri a, 1985) are onsidered.
The model dis ussed are: a single large informed trader with a single risky asset, a single large informed trader trading a all option and the underlying asset, multiple large
informed traders with a single risky asset.
Ri hard D. Phillips

Capital Allo ation in a Finan ial Intermediary: To the Line and
Through the Layer
The issue of apital allo ation in a nan ial intermediary has a long and somewhat ontroversial history in the a tuarial and nan e literature. In the a tuarial literature, the
proposed approa hes are usually ad ho with little theoreti al stru ture to support the
on lusions. In the nan e literature, various authors have argued the allo ation of apital
within a nan ial intermediary is unne essary sin e the apital is available to support all
the various business units of the rm (Allen 1993; Phillips, Cummins and Allen 1998).
Other authors, (most notably Merton and Perold 1993 and Perold 1999) have argued apital allo ation is important but the allo ation methods they propose do not yield unique
results. In the talk I review the issue of apital allo ation methods and then dis uss two
re ent papers whi h derive theoreti ally appealing solutions to the apital allo ation problem (Myers and Reed 2000 and Butsi 1999).
Peter Bank

Optimal Consumption Choi e with Intertemporal Substitution
We onsider the problem of nding an optimal onsumption plan when markets are omplete and when preferen es for onsumption are given by Hindy-Huang-Krebs utilities.
Su h preferen es a ount for the e onomi ally indi ated property of lo al substitution by
repla ing the rate of onsumption-whi h \usually" appears as the argument of the feli ity
fun tion- with the so- alled level of satisfa tion. This level is given as a weighted average
of the investor's past onsumption and auses, thus, the utility fun tional to be no longer
time-additive. We start by deriving Kuhn-Tu ker-like rst order onditions for optimal
plans. These onditions are then used to prove that the optimal onsumption plan onsists
in \tra king" some optional pro ess whi h we all the minimal level of satisfa tion. We
relate this level to the state-pri e density via a sto hasti ba kward equation whi h, in
some spe ial ases, allows an expli it solution. As a onsequen e, the Hindy-Huang-Krebs
utility maximization problem also an be solved expli itly. It turns out that, depending
on the respe tively hosen sto hasti s, optimal onsumption an o ur in gulps at rates,
or in singular form (Joint work with Frank Riedel).
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Rudiger Kiesel

Dimensions of Credit Risk
Knowing the relative riskiness of di erent types of redit exposure is important for poli ymakers designing regulatory apital. To analyze the risk stru ture of redit exposures we
extend a rating-based portfolio redit risk model to in lude spread risk. We investigate
the e onometri properties of the spread risk pro ess and propose an estimator for its long
horizon volatility. Using our extended portfolio redit risk model we show that, for high
quality debt, most risk stems from spread hanges
David Heath

Arbitrage: Now you see it, now you don't
Consider a dis rete-time nan ial market (0  t  T ) with one riskless se urity and N risky
se urities. We suppose pri es are positive and the initial state is known. Let S = (0; 1)N
and = S T ; F =Borel sets of . Let P denote the set of all probabilities on ( ; F ), P N
those for whi h there is no arbitrage, and P A those for whi h there is. We show that under
the topology of weak onvergen e, P N is dense in P and P A is dense in P (Joint work with
Eri Thorla ius Swiss Re).
Claudia Kluppelberg

Optimal Portfolios with Bounded Capital-at-Risk
We onsider some ontinuous-time Markowitz type portfolio problems that onsist of maximizing expe ted terminal wealth under the onstraint of an upper bound for the apital-atrisk. In a Bla k-S holes setting we obtain losed form expli it solutions and ompare their
form and impli ations to those of the lassi al ontinuous-time mean varian e problem.
We also onsider some more general pri e pro esses whi h allow for larger u tuations of
the returns. This is joint work with Susanne Emmer and Ralf Korn.
Author: Mi hael Studer
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